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The Crystal Palace
as a model—
A conversation with Koehorst in
’t Veld about Glass: The Engine
of Progress
—Gert Staal

Gert Staal—Even while working
on the Wood exhibition, you got
involved with the contents. You
enriched the original concept by
exhibition maker Dan Handel and
translated it for a Dutch context.
How different was it to work on
Glass?

In 2014, Jannetje in ’t Veld and
Toon Koehorst were involved as
designers and editors in Wood,
the first in the series of exhibitions about materials at Het Nieuwe
Instituut. This was followed a year
later by the exhibition Glass: The
Engine of Progress, for which
Koehorst in ’t Veld not only acted
as spatial and graphic designers,
but also as curators. In a short
interview, the designers reflect on
the development of the exhibition
and the significance of the role of
curator for their design practice.

GS—In this exhibition you operate
in the domain of the chemist as
well as in that of the architecture
historian and, for example, the science museum. No doubt that
caused some difficulties. After all,
in none of those areas are you a
complete expert.

Koehorst in ’t Veld—‘An exhibition
designer will almost always
respond to a curator’s story. That
was the case with Wood. Our
additions followed the storyline
mapped out by Dan Handel. In the
case of Glass, there was no such
foundation to build on. Even so, it
was quickly laid. The choice of Het
Nieuwe Instituut to take the World
Expo as the unifying theme for the
complete programming of the
institute offered us a pointer
straight away. After all, there’s a
wonderful link between glass and
the origins of the World Expo: The
Great Exhibition of 1851 in London. For that event they built The
Crystal Palace: a vast glazed
structure that served as an exhibition space. When we established
that link, it became clear that The
Crystal Palace would become our
metaphor and perhaps even our
exhibition model.’

KV—‘We are perhaps specialists
in just one domain: images. And it
is precisely in the making of
images that glass has played such
a crucial role. We trace three lines
of historical innovation: the lens,
the tube and the cable. Thanks to
the glass lens, the cathode-ray
tube and the X-ray machine, we
can see beyond the limitations of
the human eye, and the glass fibre
cable forms the backbone of the
Internet that enables us to see the
whole world on a smartphone. A
number of the most fundamental
innovations in which glass was
instrumental have extended and
deepened our vision, or opened up
dimensions that were previously
invisible. As image specialists, we
feel legitimised in taking on this
theme. Het Nieuwe Instituut
sought us as designers, and we
approached the subject from that
perspective.’

GS—Then you faced an endless
sea of possibilities: from glass in
architecture and drinking glasses
to glass art and the domain of
high-tech glass industry. How did
The Crystal Palace help you to
define the exhibition story?

Exploded view of floorplan, walls
and exhibition design

KV—‘As we read up on the subject, we soon discovered the
miraculous and almost alchemic
quality of glass. It is a material for
specialists, and in that sense very
different to wood, which everybody is able to use. What’s more,
we were struck by the importance
of glass in the history of science
and, maybe stretching it a little, to
the history of civilization. Glass is
a material of discoveries. Both in
the form of lenses and in laboratory test tubes, it has radically
altered our understanding of the
world. You see that aspect
reflected The Great Exhibition.
What was presented there was the
result of scientific curiosity, industrial production processes, and
designers’ imaginations. The links
between those three became relevant to us.’

Fig. 094
Condensator and prism for projection, P hoto:
Frans Stoedtner
Collection SLUB Dresden / Fotothek

GS—If you had to summarise that
approach in one word, what would
it be?
KV—‘Amazement. Not only at the
complexity of the material itself,
but also at the material as a vehicle for human curiosity and amazement. How glass has continually
altered our view of the world.’

Fig. 093
Building for the Great Exhibition of 1851 souvenir brooche
Collection BAbette Zijlstra

→ Interview continues after page 48

To the reader,
Welcome to the Crystal Palace. This catalogue is an
unabridged documentation of the texts, objects and
pictures that were part of the Glass: Engine of Progress exhibition. The main purpose of this publication is to be evidence of the unique constellation of
objects that were brought together for this specific
instance: an exhibition on the material Glass in Het
Nieuwe Instituut in 2015. This makes for a double role
of an aide-de-memoire of what once was a spatial
experience and the documentation of a year‘s worth
of research.
—The researchers owe a great deal to the
astounding catalogues that were printed mid-19�
century in celebration of the The Great Exhibition of
1851 in London. They triggered the want for a
modestly comparable analogue, that could preserve
this 2015 exhibit as well as the original Great Exhibition. Also design-wise, the likes of the Spicer Brothers’ Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue
of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of
All Nations, 1851. and W.M. Clark’s The Crystal Palace and Its Contents: Being An Illustrated Cyclopedia of the Great Exhibition of the Industry of All
Nations. feature extensive descriptions, representations and ingenious keyword systems that have found
a way to this very publication.

—An exhibition is a physical experience, an environment in which ideas are gently proposed to an
audience. This makes the transformation into a publication or a catalogue a very specific undertaking.
How to translate a spatial passage in which the eye
wanders and finds it own way into the linear structure of a bound book? This publication follows the
routing of the exhibition and gathers the groupings
of objects on a page as they were displayed in situ.
So as in the exhibition the reader will follow three
histories of glass innovation that has extended the
eye. The LENS has enabled humanity to look beyond
the stars and into the microcosmos. The TUBE has
aided the eye to pierce through solid matter and the
THREAD instantly streams every possible image in
real-time to anywhere on planet earth.
—On the inside cover an interview by Gert Staal
with curators and designers Jannetje in ‘t Veld and
Toon Koehorst is reproduced. It deals with the development of the exhibition and the particularities of
being both responsible for the content and the design
of the display.
—The Editors, 23 August 2015

TUBE

THREAD

LENS

Axonometric drawing of exhibition design
and routing
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ENGINE OF PROGRESS—
Down through history, major technological breakthroughs have often
been closely linked to applications of glass. For example, lenses allow us
to look ever further into space. And the glass in the microscope reveals
a micro-world that is invisible to the naked eye. With the lens in a camera we can also capture such images. Radiologists use glass X-ray tubes
to look right through our bodies, while glass fibre networks ensure that
words and pictures are transported from one place to another on earth
in the blink of an eye.—Glass extends and deepens human sight,
sharpening and intensifying our perception. For that reason alone, the
material is inextricably linked to many major breakthroughs, from the
discovery of perspective in painting to the development of the
Cloud.—This exhibition pays particular attention to three stories of
innovation: the glass lens, the glass tube and the glass fibre. Progress
is usually made when a new chemical composition of glass is combined
with an innovative process, which will undoubtedly occur again in the
future. And it usually results in a variety of products. For example, fluorescent lighting is related to the X-ray tube, and the plastic lens in
street lamps is treated according to the optical principles discovered
in the search for more powerful telescopes.—This exhibition is one
in a series of presentations devoted to materials at Het Nieuwe Instituut.
Wood and plastic were the subject of previous presentations, but glass
is a special case. Strictly speaking, it shouldn’t even be called a material. Glass is an amorphous, non-crystalline molecular structure, just
like transparent plastics such as Perspex, which depending on which
scienctist you speak, can also be considered to be glass.

lenses
microscope
radiologists
X-ray tubes,
glas fibre

the Cloud
lens, tube, fibre

Fig. 001

composition

Planetarium, 1925-1950
Museum Boerhaave

fluorescent lighting, X-ray tube
telescopes

amorphous,
non-crystalline
molecular structure, Perspex

Fig. 002
Seeing Glass, Brit van Nerven &
Sabine Marcelis, 2013

Fig. 002
Reflection of Seeing Glass, Brit van Nerven &
Sabine Marcelis, 2013
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In 1851 the biggest glass building
the world had ever seen appeared
in Hyde Park in London. This pavilion – which quickly became known
as The Crystal Palace – housed
The Great Exhibition of the Works
of Industry of all Nations, now considered to have been the first
world exposition.—The Great
Exhibition was a vast Wunderkammer that highlighted the creative
power of early industry. The public in London could marvel at the
fruits of progress that resulted
from the collaboration between
factory owners, scientists and
practitioners of arts and crafts.
On display were large telescopes,
as well as the first photographs of
the moon. The Crystal Palace
embodied what the World Expo
today still aims to represent: the
promise of progress.— The
development and processing of
glass is expensive and requires a
lot of specialist knowledge. For
this very reason, fundamental
research, technology, manufacturing and imagination go hand in
hand. That was precisely what The
Great Exhibition of 1851 and many
other industry exhibitions in the
19� and early 20� centuries
demonstrated. Although this exhibition model later fell into disuse,
it did provide the inspiration for
this presentation. The combination of artistic experiment, scientific curiosity, technological
development and industrial power
determines both the history and
the future of the innovative
material.

1851
Hyde Park, London
The Crystal Palace
The Great Exhibition
of the Works of
Industry of all Nations
Fig. 004
World Exposition

Aeronautic View of the Palace of Industry for all
Nations, Charles Burton, 1851
HERITAGE IMAGES

factory owners, scientists, practitioners of
arts and crafts

Fig. 008
Astronomical Glass, Theodore Daguet
at the Great Exhibition, 1851
RIJKSMUSEUM

telescopes, photographs of the moon

The promise of
Progress

fundamental research,
technology, manufacturing, imagination

Fig. 005
exhibition model

View of the Interior of the Transept, uit The
Crystal Palace, Its Architectural History and
Constructive Marvels, Peter Berlyn and Charles
Fowler, James Gilbert, London, 1851
GUTENBERG PROJECT
Fig. 009
Disc of Flint Glass, Chance Brothers and Co.
at the Great Exhibition, 1851
RIJKSMUSEUM

artistic experiment,
scientific curiosity,
technological development, industrial power
history
future

Fig. 006
The Stained Glass Gallery, from Dickinson's
Comprehensive pictures of the Great Exhibition
of 1851, Dickinson Brothers; Her Majesty's Publishers, London, 1852
GUTENBERG PROJECT

Fig. 010
Manufacture Royale Néerlandais de Glace,
J.J.B.J. Bouvy, Dordrecht, (Hollande). List of
golden medals
estate of J.J.B.J. Bouvy

Fig. 003
Paperweight “The Crystal Palace at Sydenham”,

Fig. 007
The British Nave, from Dickinson's Comprehensive Pictures of the Great Exhibition of 1851,
Dickinson Brothers; Her Majesty's Publishers,
London, 1852
GUTENBERG PROJECT
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LENS—
Lenses that make objects look bigger or smaller are made by cutting
glass. They help the human eye to see more than is possible by nature.
Over the course of history, the improvements in the quality of glass
and methods of production meant that we could see things that were
invisible. Powerful telescopes enable the human eye to see far into the
universe. And the lens in a microscope reveals a world too small to perceive with the naked eye.—After the fall of Constantinople in 1204,
craftsmen from the Byzantine Empire took their knowledge of glass to
Murano near Venice, where they perfected a production process in
which with the addition of seaweed they could achieve glass of unparalleled clarity. In combination with advancements in the technique of
blowing and polishing glass, it was possible to make curved glass. That
laid the foundation for the development of the lens. — At the start of
the 17� century, two men from Middelburg vied with each other to
invent the telescope: eyeglass maker Hans Lippershey and Zacharias
Jansen, who later contributed to the invention of the microscope. Over
the centuries the instrument was perfected via figures like Galileo, who
was the first person to use the telescope to look into outer space. The
gaze reached further and further.—Progress occurred in fits and
starts. It was not until John Dolland in about 1758 had combined crown
glass and flint glass in his design of the telescope that the discoloration
that had clouded the view up to then finally disappeared. The limit now
seems to have been reached. Only a new chemical composition can
increase the quality of glass spectacularly, and thus our ability to see
even further.

→ glass law— During the

18�century, England was the
undisputed centre of optical glass
production, and English microscopes were the best in the world.
Thanks in part to international
trade, the sector developed so
quickly that in 1745 the English
government decided to introduce
the Glass Excise Act. This glass
tax on the amount of glass melted
in glass ovens had a crippling
effect. English glass became too
expensive, allowing Germany to
develop as the new world leader.
During this period, Carl Zeiss
introduced the microscope with
the horseshoe model. It wasn’t
until 1845 that the glass tax was
rescinded. After that, British
industry invested largely in the
production of flat glass. Without
the production by manufacturers
like the Chance Brothers in Birmingham, The Crystal Palace
would never have been built.

cutting

telescopes
Constantinople, 1204
Byzantine Empire
Murano, Venice
seaweed
blowing glass,
polishing glass
Middelburg
Hans Lippershey

Fig. 011

Zacharias Jansen

Lens Pendant, Phil Procter, 2015

Galileo

John Dollond, 1758
crown glass, flint glass

18� century
England
microscopes
international trade
1745
Glass Excise Act
fig. 012
Op-jects: Caraf, glass and bowl,
Bilge Nur Saltik, 2013

Carl Zeiss
horseshoe model
Fig. 015

1845

Binocular microscope, Beck, R. & J., 1850-1875
Museum Boerhaave

Chance Brothers
Birmingham, The
Crystal Palace

fig. 013
Optic glass, Arnout Visser, 2007

‘We cannot improve the
making of our eyes, but
we can endlessly perfect
the camera‘
—Dziga Vertov

Fig. 016
Lighting lens on tripod, 1850-1900
Museum Boerhaave

fig. 014
Glass Diatoms, Overtreders W, 2015
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↓ telescopic spectacles
and contact lenses—Posi-

tioning two sets of lenses so that
they can be shifted relative to one
another results in an eyeglass with
telescopic properties. And the
recent working prototype of a contact lens developed in Switzerland
is fitted with a zoom function.
Blinking three times activates the
zoom.

lenses
eyeglass
prototype
Switzerland
zoom

Fig. 018
Unassembled lenses, planoconvex and
double convex, pre 1859
TEYLERS MUSEUM

Fig. 019
Achromatic refractor, Dollond, P., 1765-1775
Museum Boerhaave

Fig. 022
Pair of glasses with two negative and two positive
lenses, Weve, H.J.M.
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM UTRECHT

↑→ Crown AND FLINT—The
telescopes
lenses
John Dollond
crown glass
flint glass

discoloration

problem with early telescopes was
that the lenses distorted colour
and thus clouded the view. British
lens maker John Dolland succeeded in solving this problem in
his telescope by combining crown
and flint glass. The two lenses
together ensure that all colours of
light are refracted in more or less
the same way, so that considerably less discoloration occurs. As a
consequence, Dollond’s telescope,
which apart from that didn’t differ
essentially from other models, was
much more powerful.

Fig. 020
Schnittmodell lens, 1966
Talens Foto Collection

Fig. 023
Telescopic Contact Lenses and
Wink-Control Glasses, 2015
EPFL

Fig. 024
First show for school children at the Jena Planetarium with the ZEISS Model Ⅱ projector 1926
Carl Zeiss Archive

Fig. 017
Fig. 021

Drawing depicting the development from the
magnifying glass to the ultra-microscope, SIEMENS, 1938
Collectie Spaarnestad Photo

3D Printed lenses, LUXEXCEL
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↓ KEES BOEKE, COSMIC VIEW—

In 1926 Kees Boeke, an innovator
in education, and his wife Betty
founded The Workshop Children’s
Community. At this school in Bilthoven he explored how children
could be taught about the notion
of ‘scale’. That later resulted in the
book Wij in het heelal, het heelal
in ons, published in the United
States in 1957 as Cosmic View:
The Universe in 40 Jumps. The
book immediately caused a furore,
and in 197 7 it inspired the film
Powers of Ten by the architecture
couple Ray and Charles Eames.

Kees Boeke
The Workshop Children's Community
Bilthoven

Wij in het heelal, het
heelal in ons
1957, Cosmic View:
The Universe in 40
jumps
Powers of Ten
Ray & Charles Eames

Fig. 026
Stills from Powers of Ten: A Film Dealing with the
Relative Size of Things in the Universe and the
Effect of Adding Another Zero, Eames Office, 1977

Fig. 025
Archive documents from Kees Boeke. Design
drawings, calculations and notes concerning the
production of ’Tiendesprongen‘ and ’Tiendetijden‘,
and newspaper cuttings, 1956-1959
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL HISTORY,
AMSTERDAM

Fig. 025
’Jumps‘ from Cosmic View: The Universe
in 40 Jumps, Kees Boeke, 1957
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL HISTORY,
AMSTERDAM
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→	Hubble
Space Telescope

Key Hole

	observation
satellites

	amateur
astronomers
	Ralf Vandebergh
Marco Langbroek

Fig. 027
Stills from slideshow showing the pouring, cooling,
polishing and transport of the 200" telescope disc
that became known as ’The Giant Eye of Palomar‘.

↑ the giant eye of palomar
—In the early 1930s the Corning

Glass Works in the state of New
York started to process a twenty-ton block of Pyrex. It was a new
type of glass that had just been
developed. The material was
poured into a ceramic mould at a
temperature of 2,700 degrees
Fahrenheit, and then allowed to
cool to room temperature in the
smallest possible increments over
a period of 11 months. It enabled
construction of the mirror for the
Hale telescope, by far the biggest
of its kind at the time. As a
semi-finished product, the colossus with a diameter of over fifty
metres was transported to Pasadena on the American west coast,
where they filed and polished it for
another thirteen years. The transport from Pasadena to the Palomar Observatorium in California
was a national event. In January
1949 the mirror telescope was put
into operation, and Edward Hubble
was given the honour of being the
first astronomer to use the Giant
Eye of Palomar.
Glass—

↑ KEY HOLE—Officially there is
only one Hubble Space Telescope,
the satellite has orbited the earth
since 1990. But, under the code
name Key Hole (in short: KH )
there are at least five other similar space telescopes in operation,
the existence of which are not officially acknowledged. Two of these
observation satellites circle around
above the western hemisphere,
three others above the eastern
hemisphere. And unlike the official
Hubble telescope, they do not scan
outer space but the earth itself.
Amateur astronomers around the
world follow the Key Hole satellites,
among them Ralf Vandebergh and
Marco Langbroek. From their garden they capture images with
home-built telescopes that are
strong enough to discern individual satellites hanging in orbit over
five hundred kilometers away.

Fig. 028
USA-129 KH 10 Sep 2005, 19:59:00.00 &
19:59:00.04, Ralf Vandenbergh, 2005

Fig. 029
USA-245 (NROL-65), 5 Sep 2013, 20:38:22.25—
20:38:32.30 UTC, Marco Langbroek, 2013

Corning
Glass Works

Pyrex

2,700 degrees
Fahrenheit

Hale
telescope

Pasadena

Palomar
Observatorium

Edward
Hubble
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Fig. 030

Fig. 031

Grey-6, Damon Zucconi, 2008

Friar looking through a telescope,
Historical photo of Vatican Observatory
Specola Vaticana
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→ FRESNEL LENs—The Fresnel
lens, named after its French inventor Augustin-Jean Fresnel, made
it possible to focus light in a
desired manner thanks to the concentric grooves in a convex lens.
They reduce the amount of material needed, without making the
lens less effective than a normally
shaped lens. Frensel lenses made
lighthouses visible from great distances while reducing the amount
of glass required. The principle is
applied in many products, ranging
from overhead projectors and theatre lights to simple magnifying
glasses and spy-holes. In all these
applications, glass has now been
replaced by transparent acrylic
glass, making the products even
lighter and also cheaper. Furthermore, the difference between glass
and acrylic glass is smaller than
commonly thought: just like glass,
transparent plastics have an
amorphous, non-crystalline molecular structure. That is why some
scientists consider them to be
glass.

Augustin-Jean Fresnel

Convex lens

Fig. 032
A photo of the interior of the Makapuu Point
Radiobeacon Power House, ca. 1920
U.S. Coast Guard Historian’s Office

amorphous non crystalline molecular
structure

Fig. 033
Light is a vector (projecting a line),
Arnout Meijer Studio, 2014
photography: Pim Top

Fig. 009
Disc of Flint Glass, Chance Brothers and Co.
at the Great Exhibition, 1851
RIJKSMUSEUM

Fig. 034
Star Polygon Lamp, Arnout Meijer Studio, 2014

Fig. 037
Solar Sinter, Markus Kayser, 2011, 6.06 min.

Fig. 036
Pathfinder, PHILIPS, 2010

↑ SOLAR SINTER PROJECT—The
German artist Markus Kayser
used Fresnel lenses for his Solar
Sinter Project (2011). Taking
advantage of the desert sun and of
sand as a raw material, he deployed
a Fresnel lens to melt sand. By
directing the solar beam he can
3D print objects with it. Now in an
experimental phase, Solar Sinter
is seen by Kayser as a way to
change how we think about (industrial) production.

Glass—

Markus Kayser
2011
sand
Fresnel lens
3D printing
Fig. 035
Satellite Lamp, Dirk van der Kooij, 2012
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TUBE—
The chemist’s laboratory is full of glass, a material eminently suitable
for preserving, mixing, heating and cooling chemical substances,
because it does not react with them and, moreover, is both gas-proof
and liquid-proof. As a transparent material, all processes taking place
in the flasks, dishes and test tubes are immediately visible.—The
chemical recipe for glass has always been shrouded in mystery, as
though it were a form of alchemy. The composition of the so-called ‘mix’
was, and is, a closely guarded secret among glassmakers and manufacturers. Small variations in the proportions of basic materials such as
sand, lime and soda make a big difference in the quality and appearance
of the glass.—When the German chemist Otto Schott added the element borium to the mixture in the late 19� century, he created glass
that was highly resistant to rapid heating and cooling. Laboratories
could now avail of heat-resistant test tubes, which heralded a revolution in various branches of science.—Working with glassblowers,
scientists could relatively easily make standard sizes of glass vessels
suitable for their experiments. That resulted in new discoveries we are
still familiar with to this day. For example, the fluorescent lamp – or
what we call strip lighting – is directly descended from a discovery by
Heinrich Geissler, who midway through the 19� century succeeded in
generating a blue glow inside a tube filled with gas. And fifty years later
came the invention of the Crookes tube, a gas discharge tube in which
radioactive material creates a green light as soon as a strong electrical charge is conducted through it. For a long time, this invention made
by the British chemist William Crookes remained a curiosity, until the
discovery that the cathode ray tube could be applied in the X-ray tube
(which we have used ever since to examine the body) and the picture
tube (which could capture the world in a television).

↓→ MACHINE ART—Philip John-

gas-proof, liquid proof
transparancy
flasks, dishes, test
tubes
the mix
sand, lime, soda
Otto Schott
19� century
heat-resistant
glassblowers
Fig. 038
The Alchymist, In Search of the Philosopher’s
Stone, Discovers Phosphorus, and prays for the
successful Conclusion of his operation, as was the
custom of the Ancient Chymical Astrologers,
Joseph Wright of Derby, 1771
Derby Museum and Art Gallery

fluorescent lamp
Heinrich Geissler
Crookes tube, gas
discharge tube

William Crookes
cathode ray tube,
X-ray tube

Philip Johnson

son compiled the exhibition
‘Machine Art‘ in 1934. At the time,
Johnson was a curator at the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York, though he was later best
known as an architect. He collected a vast number of industrially produced objects – among
them a collection of laboratory
items made of glass – and exhibited them as examples of visual art.
The exhibition at the MoMA was a
huge success.—Johnson’s glass
installation from 1934 is reconstructed here using the latest laboratory glass by Duran, made
available by the Rotterdam firm
VBGL.

Machine Art
1934
MoMa

Duran

Fig. 039

photo: Johannes Schwartz

Installation view, ‘Machine Art‘, March 5, 1934
through April 29, 1934
The Museum of Modern Art, New York
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←↓ DEWAR FLASK—The Dewar

flask is an invention by the Scottish chemist James Dewar. Often
made from reflective glass, this
flask is double-hulled, and the gap
between the layers is evacuated of
air to form a vacuum that prevents heat transfer. It was initially
used to keep substances as cool as
possible. And the Dewar flask is
still used to transport liquid nitrogen. The vacuum flask in which
warm liquids are kept at a constant temperature, is another
application. Designer David Derksen used the inside of vacuum
flasks to produce a series of Flask
vases and lamps (2012).

Dewar flask
James Dewar
reflective glass
double-hulled
evacuated
vacuum

cool
liquid nitrogen
Fig. 044
constant temperature

Flask vases and lamps
Fig. 043
→	Frank Lloyd Wright

	borosilicate glass
	Johnson Wax
Headquarters,
Racine

Fig. 040
Vacuum bottle, Schott & Gen; Jena 1950-1975,
museum Boerhaave

Vases from, ‘The Industrials’ vase-series, A.D.
Copier, 1961
Nationaal Glasmuseum Leerdam

David Derksen

	stacked Pyrex
tubes
	1936
	1950

Inside Johnson Wax Co.’s research tower, two
chemists working at titration table in very
modern atmosphere; building by Frank Lloyd
Wright, 1950, Photo by Eliot Elisofon
THE LIFE PICTURE COLLECTION / GETTY IMAGES

↑ LABORATORY GLASS—Frank

Lloyd Wright was among the
architects to deploy laboratory
glass, or more precisely: borosilicate glass. In his design for the
Johnson Wax Headquarters in
Racine (USA), the glass tube is the
defining feature of the tall
Research Tower. Wright was keen
to deploy this tubular material in a
building made up for the most part
of laboratories, but his client
feared dirt and leaks. Even so, his
plan was implemented. Strips of
stacked Pyrex tubes alternate with
strips of brick. The initial design
dates from 1936, while the building was completed in 1950.

Fig. 045
Leerdam Catalogue, 1962
Nationaal Glasmuseum Leerdam

Fig. 046
Fig. 041

Spanish Flagon, 18th century
Nationaal Glasmuseum Leerdam

Study for Dewar Series, Inside of Vacuum Flasks,
David Derksen, 2012-2013

Fig. 049
Slowglow, NEXT Architects & Aura Luz Melis, 2004
Droog

photo: Lotte Stekelenburg

Fig. 047
Duran Filter Apparatus, 2015
vbgl

Fig. 042

Fig. 048

Dewar Vase and Dewar Light, David Derksen,
2012-2013

Erlenmeyer with ‘bulbs spout’
Universiteitsmuseum Utrecht
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↓→ geissler and crookes
tubes— It took a while before
→ Heinrich Geissler
William Crookes

Fig. 050 ←
Laboratory Glass, F. Meydam, 1958
nationaal glasmuseum leerDam

Geissler tubes
radiation

Fig. 051 →
The Five Senses, Heesen, W., ca. 1955
nationaal glasmuseum leerDam

X-ray tube
	fluorescent tube,
cathode ray tube,
electron tube

backscatter X-ray

applications were discovered for
the gas discharge tubes that Heinrich Geissler (Germany) and William Crookes (England) developed
during the 19� century. Initially,
the colour phenomenon in tubes
was seen largely as a decorative
effect, and the huge variety of
forms partly ensured that the
Geissler tubes enjoyed a certain
popularity. But the radiation generated by electricity in the tube
continued to fascinate scientists.
And thus began a sequence of
innovations that ultimately resulted in the X-ray tube, the
fluorescent tube, the cathode ray
tube and the electron tube.
Modern medicine, modern illumination, the television and early
computers are unimaginable without the inventions of Geissler and
Crookes. And the same is true of
the backscatter X-ray equipment
employed at American airports to
keep out undesirable visitors and
objects.

Fig. 052
Vacuum tube with two electrodes and phosphorescent bouquet, 1875-1925
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE

Fig. 054
Double-spiral tube with 2 electrodes, 1875-1925
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE

Fig. 053
Vacuum tube with phosphorescent material,
1875 - 1925
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE

Fig. 057
Unattributed glowing geissler tubes 1858, W.H.
Theodor Meyer, 1858
Science Museum /
Science AND Society Picture Library

Fig. 055
Vacuum tube, melted close, without electrodes,
1900-1925
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE

Fig. 056
Vacuum discharge tube, Crookes, William,
1925-1950
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE
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Fig. 057
Neon, Muller van Severen, 2014
Gallery Valerie Traan

Fig. 060
Ionisation lamps with adsorption samples,
1932-1933
Teylers Museum

Fig. 059
Circlelight, Aldo van den Nieuwelaar, 1968 / 2008

Fig. 061
Gas discharge tube, 1900-1925
Museum Boerhaave

Fig. 062
Gas discharge tube, 1900-1925
Museum Boerhaave

Fig. 058
Phenomeneon, Pieke Bergmans, 2015
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‘I shall use the expression “rays”;
and to distinguish them from
others of this name I shall call
them, X-rays.‘
—Wilhelm Röntgen

Fig. 065
Wendingen, Shell Issue, 1923
Het Nieuwe Instituut

Fig. 063

photo: Lotte Stekelenburg

photo: Johannes Schwartz

Cathode Ray Tube, Braun, Ferdinand, 1900-1925
Museum Boerhaave

Fig. 064

Fig. 066

X-ray tube with radiator cooling of anode ion,
1900-1925
Museum Boerhaave

Image from a backscatter X-ray full-body scanner
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→ imaginary architectures—Roberto Feo and Rosario

Hurtado make up the Spanish
design duo El Ultimo Grito, which
works from its London base on a
wide range of projects. The Imaginary Architectures series, steadily expanding since 2008, creates
a view of the city in which designers want to research social, material and spiritual qualities. The
first series of glass objects
depicted recognisable places like
the airport, the cinema, the hotel,
the sauna and the station. A later
series ‘A Rematerialisation of Systems: Industries’ focuses on a representation of efficient production
processes in fictional industrial
buildings: a chemical factory, a
mineshaft, a particle accelerator
and a gas depot.

blaschka glass models— During the 19� century,

El Ultimo Grito

A Rematerialisation of
Systems: Industries

chemical plant, mineshaft, partical accelerator, gas depot

→→

father Leopold and son Rudolf
Blaschka specialised in making
exceptionally accurate copies of
animals and plants in glass. The
Museum of Natural History in
Dresden was their first major client. Because the museum had
major problems exhibiting molluscs, Leopold Blaschka was asked
to apply his knowledge of nature
and skill in glassmaking to produce
various types of molluscs. Unlike
real animals, they didn’t need to be
preserved in spirits, they didn’t
suffer discoloration, and they
didn’t collapse all the time. The
result was so good that other customers soon appeared, and Leopold Blaschka and his son Rudolf
made thousands of glass models
now considered among the masterpieces in scientific collections
all over the world.

Leopold & Rudolf
Blaschka

The Museum of Natural History Dresden

molluscs

spirits
discoloration

Fig. 067
Chemical Plant, Mine Shaft Gas Depot, Super
Collider, El Ultimo Gritto, 2013, Private Collection,
Brussels

Fig. 069
—Glass model of pink-hearted hydroid, Tubularia,
enlarged detail of an individual, medusoid development, —Six glass models of the development
stages of the Physophora jellyfish, —Glass model
of sea slug, Pterotrachea scutata, —Glass model
of hydrozoan Bougainvillia (Perigonimus),
Blaschka & Sohn, 1882
university museum utrecht

Fig. 070
Glass cow in the permanent exhibition of the
German Hygiene Museum,
Photo Richard Peter jr., 1967
SLUB DRESDEN / Fotothek

Fig. 068
Mustelus Vulgarus,
skeleton of smooth-hound shark in formaldehyde
university museum utrecht
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THREAD—
Although developments in glass fibre certainly rank among the most
recent innovations with the material, the technique of making extremely
thin glass fibres goes back much earlier, and has been mastered on the
island of Murano near Venice since the 17� century.—The honour
of applying glass fibre industrially for the first time goes to the Libbey
Glass Co. In 1893 Libbey built a glass factory on the site of the World
Expo in Chicago, where the manufacturer exhibited a dress made from
spun and woven glass fibres. In the end it turned out not to be the most
suitable application for the fibrous material, as too much movement
caused the fibres to break. But the glass thread proved to be very
strong along the long axis of the delicate fabric.—The invention of
synthetic materials strengthened with spun glass like fibreglass resulted
in a material that was anything but fragile and transparent. An
extremely effective application of glass fibre is the septic tank: light,
strong and unaffected by the chemical processes taking place within.
While carbon fibres have now replaced glass fibres in many products,
they are still used for this tank.—Glass fibre did, however, lead to breakthroughs in a totally different field. The endoscope, originally devised
to explore parts of machines that were difficult to access, was almost
immediately employed by enterprising surgeons to examine the throat
and intestines. Today it is a vital instrument in medical practice.—
If light could be transmitted through glass fibre, then so too could data.
The American physicist Charles Kao formulated the requirements to
facilitate communication by transmitting light through optical fibres.
The purity of the glass was the most important challenge for science.
Taking pure rock-crystal and forming it into thread using a refined technique eventually paved the way for the Internet, with its infrastructure
of high-standard optical glass fibre cables. An unexpected by-product
of this technique is the so-called ‘glass fibre lamp’, designed in the early
stages of glass fibre mass production as a way of making use of the vast
amounts of fibres that weren’t quite pure enough.

glass fibre

Murano, Venice
Libbey Glass Co
1893, World Expo
Chicago
spun and woven glass
fibres

synthetic materials,
spunglass, fibreglass
septic tank
carbon fibres
endoscope
Fig. 071
throat
intestines, medical
practice

Glass dress, Presented by Libbey Glass Co.
at the World Fair in Chicago, 1893
Toledo Library

Charles Kao

Internet
glass fibre cables
glass fibre lamp

↓ brass rail bar—The American architect Victor Lundy built a
number of identical structures
around the site of the 1964 World
Expo in New York. Crowned by a
structure of white spheres, the
so-called Brass Rail Bars were
instantly recognisable and housed
cafés. Lundy used glass fibre fabric, an inflatable composite material, to build his ‘bubbles’.

Victor Lundy
1964 World Expo
New York
Brass Rail Bars
glass fibre fabric
inflatable composite
material

Fig. 072
Modern Mechanixs, Glass Cloth, 1938

Fig. 076
Knitted Lamp, Hella Jongerius / Jongeriuslab,
1995

↑ knitted lamp—The project
Fig. 075
World’s Fair Brass Rail Bar glass fibre ’canopy‘,
Victor Lundy, New York, Photographer unknown,
1964
Hollandse Hoogte/Corbis
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Dry Tech (1995), in which Droog
Design collaborated with Delft
University of Technology, resulted
in, among other things, the Knotted Chair by Marcel Wanders and
the Knitted Lamp by Hella Jongerius: two classic products that
established the international status of Dutch Design. Jongerius
made the prototypes of her lamp
by using the flexible and heat-resistant properties of glass fibres
to create various knitted fittings
around light bulbs.

Thread—

Dry Tech,
Droog Design

Knotted Chair,
Marcel Wanders
Knitted Lamp,
Hella Jongerius
Fig. 074
Non-random light, Bertjan Pot, 2007
Moooi
flexible
heat-resistant
→ Fig. 073
Glassfibre Rods
PFT Profiles
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↓ quartz preform—To pro→ glass fibre
	preform, synthetic
quartzglass

optical fibre

chemical reaction
Fig. 077

oxygen

Dr. N. Singh Kapany, scientist who experimented
with fiber optic technology that emits light to
photograph difficult visible objects. Photo: Michael
Rougier, 1960
The LIFE Picture Collection/Getty Images

duce glass fibre of the purest possible quality, it is drawn from a
so-called preform of synthetic
quartzglass. From this artificially
manufactured pillar of pure
quartz, the manufacturer of optical fibres can produce kilometres
of glass fibre. Preforms are created by heating various gasses in
a tube. A chemical reaction with
oxygen results in a quartz deposit
that gradually increases to become
a solid rod of silica glass.

Fig. 078
’Even when a loop has been tied in the fiber, image
at one end can be seen through a lens placed at
the other end.‘
Popular Mechanics, Rope Scope, 1955

Fig. 081
Fantasia Fibreglass lamps, ’The Lamp of a Thousand Lights‘ , George Stadnik, 1979-1983
VALTEC

↑ fantasia lamps—Up until the
→	1970, Electronic
Fiber Optics
Massachusets
IBM Computers
floppy disc
punch card

Fig. 080
Quartzglass Preform
BV TWENTSCHE KABELFABRIEK (TKF)

glass fibre lamp

Fantasia

Fig. 079

VALTEC

Ear Scope 7400 otoscope, Coden, 2015

A New Map of the Submarine Cables connecting
the World according to the best Authorities with
all the latest Discoveries to the Present Period,
TeleGeography, 2015
Philips
1980

Glass—

Fig. 082

Thread—

1970s, the Electro Fiber Optics
company in the American state of
Massachusetts made glass fibre
components for reading punch
cards in IBM computers. But the
introduction of the floppy disc
sealed the fate of the punch card,
and the company had to find a new
product. It concentrated on the
manufacture of optical glass
fibres. To finance the research
process, and at the same time to
find an application for the surplus
material created through the
research, the company came up
with a solution.—It was the glass
fibre lamp, eventually marketed
many variations under the brand
name Fantasia, all of them featuring fibres that emitted light at
their tips and arranged like a head
of hair. That is why hairdressers
trimmed them into shape in the
dark, where the effect of the slowing revolving lamps was clearly visible.—Under the name VALTEC, the
company grew to become a major
player in the market for optical
glass fibre. A joint venture that
included Philips bought the company in the 1980’s for 224 million
dollars.
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photo: Johannes Schwartz

Fig. 084

→ VENUS FLOWER BASKET—
The Venus flower basket is an
example of a natural sponge that
makes its skeleton out of silicate,
which is to say: glass. Glass fibres
also tie the sponge to the seabed.
The structure of the Venus flower
basket shows how silicate can
make extremely short bends in
cold water, something that has not
succeeded yet with glass fibre in
cold conditions. That is exactly
why researchers are particularly
interested in this sponge.

Glass sponges (Hexactinellida), 2005
KLAAS NANNINGA, Museum of Art and Nature

→ Fig. 083
Venus’ Flower Basket
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natural sponge
silicate skeleton
glass fibre
structure
silicate
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↓→ PRISM—With a prism Isaac
Newton showed that white light
consists out of the seven colours
of the rainbow. Later special colour discs were made to prove his
findings. As soon as the disc rotates quickly, the colours fade and
the observer sees a white plane.
The prism does the very opposite;
it refracts white light into all frequencies, making the colours of the
rainbow visible once again.

←	rainbow, Isaac
Newton
white light

Fig. 087

Fig. 086

Prism on stand, 1875 - 1900
MUSEUM BOERHAAVE

Dark Side of Bauhaus, Experimental Jetset, 2003
ROCKET GALLERY / JUNGLE LP SHOW

Fig. 089
Newton’s Colour Disc, pre 1859
TEYLERS MUSEUM

Fig. 085
HEXEN 2.0, XXI, The World, Suzanne Treister,
2009-2011
Annely Juda Fine Art
Fig. 090
→

The Fans, Raw Color, 2014

Glass fibre
Internet
Hexen 2.0
Suzanne Treister
Second World War

tarot

Fig. 091
PRISM badge, unknown designer, original photo by
Adam Hart-Davis

Timothy Leary
Unabomber
John von Neumann

‘I only hope that my opening
of the “Pandora Box” will
bring much joy to the world
and not the reverse’
—Charles Kuen Kao

Glass—

Fig. 088
Three Abstract Compositions, Berlage, H.P., 1926

NSA
FBI

Thread—

Prims

↑ HEXEN 2.0—Glass fibre cables

make up the nervous system of the
Internet, and thus the infrastructure of the information society. In
her project Hexen 2.0, British artist Suzanne Treister studies the
world that took shape in the period
after the Second World War. She
looks in particular at the way in
which new technologies offered
society new perspectives while
curbing them at the same time.
America is Treister’s main hunting ground. Her analyses take the
form of a tarot card game whose
characters are represented by
LSD guru Timothy Leary, the
Unabomber, and mathematician
John von Neumann. A number of
cards are devoted to the liberating and especially the dark sides of
digital communication, featuring
agencies such as the National
Security Agency and Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
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↓ Paxton & Geissler—
→

Benjamin Sporken
GLASS

Paxton
grotesk

glyphs

	Geißler, Didone
serif

	Dickinsons’ Comprehensive Pictures of the Great
Exhibition of 1851

↑ NEW ATLANTIS— Dispersed
around the exhibition are fragments from the utopian novel New
Atlantis, written in 1627 by the
English philosopher and statesman
Francis Bacon. In New Atlantis,
Bacon devotes a number of paragraphs to glass and predicts the
future use of the material. It is
incredible how accurate the book
speculates as early as the 17� century on what would later become
reality. The importanace of optics
and the development of still very
young inventions as the microscope and telescope. And even
Bacon’s utopian idea that we would
make glass out of metal one day
has very recently become reality.

Glass—

←

New Atlantis, 1627
Francis Bacon
glass
future

	microscope,
telescope
utopian
glass out of metal
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PAXTON ITALIC

“We have also precious stones, of all kinds, many of
them of great beauty and to you unknown, crystals
likewise, and glasses of divers kind; and among them
some of metals vitrificated, and other materials,
besides those of which you make glass. Also a number of fossils and imperfect minerals, which you
have not. Likewise loadstones of prodigious virtue,
and other rare stones, both natural and artificial.“

Typog rapher and typedesigner
Benjamin Sporken designed two
exclusive fonts for GLASS: Engine
of Progress. Both are contemporary re-imaginations of 19� century types. Paxton is a frivolous
grotesk and the ’work-horse‘ for
the exhibition, having to convey
captions as well as large introductory texts and (sub)titles. The font
features a large set of glyphs,
including very specific typographic
marks like a № sign, Roman
numerals and special ligatures for
all these �’s in ‘ⅩⅨ� century’.
Geißler is a wide Didone serif used
as a headline font to display the
titles in the exhibition. This font is
based on the banners that were
used to denominate the different
countries and categories in the
Crystal Palace as they are depicted
in Dickinsons’ Comprehensive
Pictures of the Great Exhibition
of 1851.

PAXTON

“We have also perspective houses, where we make
demonstrations of all lights and radiations and of all
colors; and out of things uncolored and transparent we can represent unto you all several colors, not
in rainbows, as it is in gems and prisms, but of themselves single. We represent also all multiplications
of light, which we carry to great distance, and make
so sharp as to discern small points and lines. Also all
colorations of light: all delusions and deceits of the
sight, in figures, magnitudes, motions, colors; all
demonstrations of shadows. We find also divers
means, yet unknown to you, of producing of light,
originally from divers bodies. We procure means of
seeing objects afar off, as in the heaven and remote
places; and represent things near as afar off, and
things afar off as near; making feigned distances.
We have also helps for the sight far above spectacles and glasses in use; we have also glasses and
means to see small and minute bodies, perfectly and
distinctly; as the shapes and colors of small flies and
worms, grains, and flaws in gems which cannot otherwise be seen, observations in urine and blood not
otherwise to be seen. We make artificial rainbows,
halos, and circles about light. We represent also all
manner of reflections, refractions, and multiplications of visual beams of objects.“

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOP QR STUVWXYZ
⅟ ⅟ ab cdefghijklm
nop qrstuvwxyz
0123456789
ÀÁÆÇÐÈÉËÌÍÑÒÓÙÚĞĲ
àáãæçèéìíðïòóúûýňŗţů
!‽?+-—;:,¢€$£¥§©
#%&()*@=[\]{|}ƒΩẞ
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Perspective-Houses •
Multiplications
of LIGHT
Ⅲ. Feigned Dis-tances ⟲
Small and
Minute Bodies
Artificial
Rainbows Halo’s,
and Circles ⅟
Paxton typespecimen, Benjamin Sporken, 2015
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Fig. 092
Retro-Reflective Suits, Children of the Light, 2015

PROGRAM—Around the Glass
exhibition a number of public
events on the material glass and
the exhibition were held.
—The opening was enlightened
by a performance by Children of
the Light that was specifically
developed for this event. The two
wore a made to measure overall
suit that was silk-screened with
patterns. The suits are made out
of retro reflective material, tiny
glass beads that brightly reflect
light but only in a tight angle. Children of the Light asked the audience to take their picture with

Glass—

flash light on. The intense reflection confuses camera sensors to
produce portraits like in the image
above.
— Moderator Lennart Booij
hosted a so-called ‘Material Night‘
on May 7� with guests including
designers from Atelier NL, David
Derksen, Pieke Bergmans and
Toon Koehorst and Jannetje in ’t
Veld, curators of the exhibition
GLASS. The evening discussed
how different design practices
handle the material glass, ranging
from a hands-on research into the
substance of glass to directing

experts to push the boundaries of
what glass can do.
—May 25� featured an exposition on the material properties of
glass by material scientist Mathieu
Hubert from CelSian Glass&Solar,
designer Chris Kabel and curator
Toon Koehorst. Glass technology
continues to evolve, resulting not
only in stronger, better and
cheaper products but also in more
efficient applications that require
less energy and are environmentally more friendly.

Program

Although Stichting Het
Nieuwe Instituut has
made every effort to find
all copyright holders and
obtain their permission to
use material, in some cases
it was not possible to trace
the holders. If you think
you hold the copyrights
to material used in this
project, you are requested
to contact Stichting Het
Nieuwe Instituut.
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GS—Glass spotlights many discoveries and, in that sense,
reflects the optimism of The
Great Exhibition of 1851. But the
downside also surfaces here and
there. X-ray technology invades
our privacy at airports; glass-fibre
cables provide agencies like the
NSA with unlimited access to digital data transport.

Fig. 095
The ’Crystal Palace‘ from the Great Exhibition,
installed at Sydenham: sculptures of prehistoric
creatures in the foreground, George Baxter, 1854
Wellcome library, London

GS—You said earlier that The
Crystal Palace was more than just
a metaphor. You assumed that it
could also act as a model. How is
that reflected in the spatial
design?
KV—‘The design reconstructs
aspects of The Crystal Palace, in
which we replaced the materials
and spatial elements of the 19th
century with their 21st-century
equivalents. You see that for
example in the application of timber floor elements and Luxaflex.
The most crucial contribution to
the appearance of the installation
came from the steel components
used in modern greenhouse structures. Just as Joseph Paxton
turned the botanical hothouse into
an exhibition building, we draw on
the typology of the “glass city” for
our presentation. The glasshouses
in the Westland horticultural area
have become the actual structure
of the exhibition.—‘Wherever
possible, we opted for glass tubes
and lenses in places where we
needed media or illumination. CRT
televisions, with old-fashioned
cathode ray tubes, are used as
screens, fluorescent tubes provide
illumination, and Fresnel lenses are
an essential part of the overhead
projections. You encounter all
these types of glass first of all as
museum items, but for us it was
important that they were also
functional components of the exhibition technology.’

KV—‘Compared to the other
presentations related to the World
Expo theme, Glass was certainly
not the most socially urgent exhibition. Histories of innovation
show, first and foremost, progress. By their very nature they
are positive in tone. But they
always provoke some conflict, and
we spotlight them in places. Even
so, as far as we were concerned,
the urgency lay essentially in the
reintroduction of an encounter
that was very common at the time
of The Crystal Palace but is no
longer so. In The Great Exhibition,
science, industry and design were
completely natural allies. With a
material as complex as glass, the
designer is of little significance on
his own, even today. Collaboration
with producers and researchers is
vital. In the choice of scientific
objects, industrial materials and
the examples of design in the exhibition, we wanted to emphasise
that very interdependence. Or, to
put it differently: to break away
from the primacy of design. Some
product designers must, to their
disappointment, conclude that
their work did not play the leading
role in this exhibition.’

Fig. 097

Fig. 096
La Belgique au travail: La Verrerie, 1915

The ZEISS Model Ⅱ projector at the Jena
Planetarium, 1926
Carl Zeiss Archive

GS—The fun for visitors lies, in
part, in the peculiar combinations
of design objects and items from
the depots of science museums
and companies’ archives. Like
campaigners from the Animal Liberation Front, you delved deeply
into the vaults to open up crates
containing all sorts of collections.
What does that say about your
view of the role of the curator?
KV—‘True, we acted not just as
designers or curators who looked
at the big picture. We also derived
intense pleasure from sifting
through depots, digging out
obscure objects, wonderful items
that haven’t been seen by the public for years. And the most
remarkable thing of all was that
they were set in the context of
design, thus provoking new stories. That’s what we’re looking for
as exhibition makers. How can we
orchestrate that temporary
encounter in such a way that it can
provoke surprising relations? The
way that objects from totally different worlds engage with one
another – if only for a short while.’
GS—What effect has working on
Glass had on your understanding
of your role as designers?
KV—‘Shortly after finishing our
studies we started to design the
magazine Frame, which we combined with a follow-up course at
the university. You actually see
both perspectives reflected here.
You could view Glass as the counterpart to a themed magazine that
contains not only essays but also
critical discussions, interviews,
columns and even advertisements.
All those genres are present in the
exhibition, except in this case we
were not the designers who made
the occasional suggestion to the
editor regarding contents; here
we took on the role of editor. And
with pleasure. Moreover, the exhibition is the result of a thorough
study in which we didn’t shirk the
complications of the subject matter.—‘That dimension is becoming increasingly apparent in our
work. Sometimes we assume the
guise of an archivist or a journalist, sometimes that of a curator or
editor. Basically it’s all about the
narrative power of the image, and
therefore about the position of the
designer. But working on Glass
has also confirmed just how more
interesting the playing field of the
designer can be if you can play
such a wide variety of roles.’
—

Never lean on the glass cases.
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